[The Interaction of the Medial Prefrontal Cortex, Ventral Hippocampus and Basolateral Amygdala in the Course of Performance of Conditioned Avoidance Reflex].
The interaction (synchronization) of activity of the medial prefrontal cortex, hippocampus and basolateral amygdala have been studied in the course of performance of conditioned avoidance reflex. The pre-stimulus expectation period was characterized by low-frequency delta-activity (1-4 Hz) with the source (according to criteria of Granger causality) in the prefrontal cortex and also by synchronized theta-rhythm (6-8 Hz) in the hippocampus. The performance of conditioned avoidance reflex was characterized by generation of high-frequency synchronized theta-rhythm (8-11 Hz) simultaneously with delta-activity elimination. The phase of delta- (theta-) activity modulates the envelope of gamma-rhythm (~30-120 Hz) in each of the structures. The elaboration and strengthening of conditioned reflex leads to concurrent theta power and synchronization growth in relation to reflex performance, but not during the prestimulus expectation period.